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Last week Israel announced that the heart of Hebron
would henceforth be a separate municipality directly
governed by Israel’s Civil Administration. There are
about 700 extremist Israeli settlers currently living in a
few compounds in the center of the city protected by
the Israeli military. While this disruptive and provoca-
tive presence has been ongoing for more than two
decades, the decision to formally sever Hebron into two
cities was profoundly unsettling, though not entirely
unexpected. 

Twenty-two years ago, I wrote down my observa-
tions of what was happening in Hebron-in an effort to
convey how Israeli policies were cruelly impacting daily
life. At the time, I was one of the leaders of a project
launched by Vice President Gore working to support
the “peace process” by growing the Palestinian econo-
my. The year was 1995. The glow of Oslo had not yet
gone out, but it was dimming. I visited Hebron last
week [June 5, 1995] and left profoundly disturbed by
what I saw. Daily life there is far removed from the
peace process. Palestinians in that city are forced to
endure debilitating economic pressures and harsh
repressive military control.

More than one year after the massacre at the Al-
Ibrahim mosque, the nearly 300,000 residents of the
Hebron district are still suffering from the conse-
quences of that horrific act. Baruch Goldstein [the
Jewish terrorist who committed the massacre] is being
celebrated as a hero [his grave in the nearby settlement

of KiryatArba has become a pilgrimage site] and the
Israeli military is providing extensive security for the
extremist settlers who live in the heart of Hebron and in
large settlements that border the city.

In order to protect the 300 Jewish settlers who have
illegally seized three large buildings in various parts of
the center of town, the Israeli military has deployed
over 1,000 heavily-armed soldiers. They have closed
off major streets including large sections of Hebron’s
souq [the central market]. As a result, Arabs may no
longer drive through Hebron. Instead they must travel
all the way around the perimeter of the city.

One dozen newly constructed metal gates provide
the Israeli military with the ability to shut down the
entire city center, at will. The scene in this once bustling
souq area of Hebron is simultaneously frightening and
depressing. Where thousands of Palestinians once
strolled and shopped, there are now empty streets,
many closed shops (some remain almost defiantly open,
but no one comes to buy anything). 

Few Arabs can be seen, only the children of Jewish
settlers playing in the street or harassing those Arabs
who still work in the center of their city, and Israeli sol-
diers and civilian settlers. Hebrew graffiti abounds on
the walls of Arab shops: stars of David, and Hebrew
slogans reading “Death to the Arabs” and “Goldstein is
our Hero.” The settlers’ children have free reign to play,
to harass, and to deface Arab properties.

The stress that this environment places on Hebron, a
city of over 120,000 people, is obvious. It is equally dis-
ruptive to the well-being of the additional 150,000
Palestinians who live in the neighboring towns and villages.

To protect the settlers traveling from the nearby set-
tlement of KiryatArba, the Israeli military has estab-
lished numerous checkpoints and closed side roads.
The situation is absurd. Residents from two Palestinian
villages with combined populations of 30,000 can no
longer drive the short distance into Hebron to shop and
visit relatives and friends. The road they would have
taken has been cut by military blockades at two points,
roughly 50 meters apart. Arabs driving from the vil-
lages must park on one side, walk to the next barricade
where they can take a taxi into Hebron. On their return,
they must reverse this same process.

The checkpoints are even more disturbing. On a vir-
tually deserted road, a row of Arab cars wait at a
checkpoint while young Israeli soldiers sit under an
umbrella ignoring them. The drivers bake in the sun for
10 minutes or more as the Israeli’s decide, on a whim, to
let one pass and then, many minutes later, to let another
pass. Holding them and letting them pass - for no rea-
son other to demonstrate that they are in control.

Violence is a part of everyday life in Hebron. While
shootings of Palestinians were a frequent occurrence,
an Israeli human rights organization recently reported
that the Israeli military has apparently changed tactics
and now uses random beatings to make their point. The
report documents hundreds of beatings per month. The
reasons given by the soldiers for the beatings range
from punishment for illegal parking to “just having fun.”

There are other examples of the violence visited
upon Hebron. One night, a month ago, while the city
was in the midst of a six-week long curfew, the Israeli
military massacred over 100 of the city’s dogs. 
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FOCUS

By Emmanuelle MICHEL

Catalonia, whose leaders are pushing for secession
from Spain, is one of the powerhouses of the Spanish
economy, buoyed by industry, research and tourism
but burdened with a heavy debt.

Economic heavyweight   
Contributing 19 percent of Spain’s GDP in 2016,

Catalonia rivals Madrid for the distinction of being the
richest region in the country. It is fourth in terms of
GDP per capita with 28,600 euros ($33,600), after
Madrid, the northern Basque Country and neighboring
Navarra. GDP per capita in Spain overall is 24,000
euros. Like in Madrid, unemployment is also lower than
in the rest of the country: 13.2 percent in the second
quarter of 2017 compared to 17.2 percent nationally.

Dynamic exports   
Catalonia is by far Spain’s top exporting region,

with a quarter of all goods produced there sold
abroad in 2016 and in the first quarter of 2017. It
attracted some 14 percent of foreign investment in
Spain in 2015, in second place after Madrid, which
received a huge 64 percent, but far ahead of all the
other regions, according to the economy ministry’s lat-
est data. Several large companies have their headquar-
ters in Barcelona: textile group Mango, Spain’s third
largest bank CaixaBank, Gas Natural, highway giant
Abertis or perfume firm Puig, which owns Nina Ricci,
Paco Rabanne and Jean-Paul Gaultier.

Major industrial player    
The agri-food, chemistry and auto sectors are pil-

lars of Catalan industry, which also has a big logistics
hub. The biggest industrial sector in the region in
terms of jobs and turnover is agri-food, buoyed by the
powerful meat business which exports a lot of pork.
Oil, food for cattle and grocery products also con-
tribute. The region concentrates around half of all of
Spain’s chemical production, with a major hub in
Tarragona. According to the sector’s regional federa-
tion, turnover in Catalonia is higher than in Austria or
Denmark. In 2016, the region was also the second car
producer in Spain after Castilla y Leon. Nissan and
Volkswagen, via its brand Seat, have factories there.
Spain is the second biggest vehicle maker in the EU
after Germany.

Cutting-edge research   
Since the 1990s Catalonia has invested in research,

particularly in bioscience-genetics, neurosciences,
cell biology-and the sector now represents 7 percent
of its GDP. With many cutting-edge hospitals and
research centers, including in the nuclear sector with
a particle accelerator, the region says it is number one
in Europe for pharmaceutical companies per capita.
New technology is also very present in Barcelona,
which every year hosts the Mobile World Congress.
Catalan universities are among the best in the coun-
try: of the top five Spanish universities in the widely-
watched annual ranking compiled by the independent
Shanghai Ranking Consultancy, three are Catalan.
These are Pompeu Fabra, the University of Barcelona
and the Autonomous University of Barcelona. Its busi-
ness schools-Esade and IESE-are well known and
Barcelona also has big publishing houses.

Tourism destination   
With its capital Barcelona and Costa Brava beach-

es, Catalonia is the Spanish region that most attracts
foreign tourists and the trend is on the rise. More than
18 million visitors went in 2016, or a quarter of all for-
eigners who came to Spain. Its airport is the country’s
second biggest after Madrid. In 2016, it handled more
than 44 million passengers. It is particularly valued by
low-cost companies that want to make it a European
hub for their long-distance flights to the Americas.
Barcelona’s port is the third biggest in Spain for
goods after Algeciras in the south and Valencia in the
east, and one of the largest in Europe for cruise ships.

Debt the weak link   
Catalonia’s debt represents 35.4 percent of its

GDP, which made it the third most indebted region in
Spain in the first quarter of 2017, after Valencia and
Castilla La Mancha. At the end of June, its debt stood
at 76.7 billion euros. Ratings agencies have given it a
low, speculative grade, which means Catalonia is not
able to borrow directly on financial markets. So it
depends on loans emitted by the Spanish state.

Economic impact    
The issue is much debated among both camps,

who generally present widely different figures, often
based on different methodologies and hypotheses. If
independence were to happen, Spain’s economy min-
istry claims that Catalonia would leave the European
Union, its GDP would fall 25 to 30 percent and unem-
ployment would double. —AFP
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Apartheid in the heart of Hebron

A year ago Firommisa Darasa barely made it out of
Ethiopia’s Irreecha festival alive, managing to escape
from a deep ditch where dozens perished. The tragedy
happened after police fired tear gas at anti-government
protesters, sparking a stampede.  Last year’s bloodshed
at the annual religious festival held by Ethiopia’s largest
ethnic group, the Oromo people, became a turning point
in the months of anti-government protests which
prompted the government to declare a nationwide state
of emergency.

While dissatisfaction with Ethiopia’s government still
runs deep among the Oromos, last year’s protests have
since died down. Those planning to attend this year’s
Irreecha festival say they are hoping for the best when
Sunday’s gathering begins in the resort town of Bishoftu,
southeast of the capital Addis Ababa. “I feel fear inside
but if I don’t come, the people around me won’t come.
This is our ancestral celebration and we will have to keep
it,” said one of the festival-goers, 28-year-old Firommisa.

At least 50 killed
The Oromo people began protesting in late 2015,

angered by a government proposal to expand Addis
Ababa that they feared would deprive them of their land
without proper compensation. Those tensions exploded
at last year’s Irreecha when activists took to the stage
and began shouting anti-government slogans, prompting
police to open fire with tear gas. At least 50 people were
killed in the ensuing stampede, according to government
figures. Activists put the toll much higher. Changes have
been made this year at the festival grounds adjacent to a
lake in the town 60 kilometers southeast of the capital.  

A new open-air amphitheatre has been built and
cobblestones laid on the ground, while the ditch that
claimed so many lives last year has been fenced off.
The presence of armed security forces was seen as
exacerbating last year’s chaos, but the Oromia region-
al government said this year there would be no
weapons. “This year will be different because there

will be no political involvement from the government
and no security from them as well,” said attendee
Dachassa Gosa, 22.

‘I am still angry’
Irreecha, or thanksgiving, is the most important annual

festival of the Oromo people and it celebrates the end of
the months-long rainy season and the upcoming harvest.
While traditionally a time to give thanks and pray for
prosperity and abundance, it has increasingly been an
opportunity for the Oromos to assert their identity and
criticize government policies they say marginalize them.
Last year’s deaths re-ignited the protests across the
Oromo region, but this time the targets were government-
and foreign-owned businesses, with several destroyed.  

All told, the months of violence left more than 940
people dead, according to the government’s human
rights commission, while arrests topped 22,000.  The

bloodshed only ended with the declaration of a state of
emergency, which was lifted in August.  However many
Oromos feel their grievances were not addressed and
sporadic strikes and protests still occur. 

Human Rights Watch (HRW) has urged the Ethiopian
government to “act with restraint” this time around and
to take measures to ensure there is no repeat of last
year’s tragedy, while calling for a proper investigation
into what happened. “Certainly, if there were to be a
return to what happened at least year’s Irreecha, you
would expect that would lead to much wider unrest,”
HRW researcher Felix Horne said. Oftaha Oromoo has
travelled from a district hours away to join the celebra-
tion, but expects a more subdued event this weekend.
“Personally, I am still angry, but we have to be patient
and celebrate,” he said. “This year we want to remember
the people who died.”—AFP 
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BISHOFTU, Ethiopia: File photo shows people looking at corpses of
festival goers killed during a stampede in Bishoftu, Ethiopia. —AFP 


